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Dow ends wild day with plunge
Economists say market
fears inflation, higher
interest as wages rise
BY THOMAS HEATH
AND HEATHER LONG
THE WASHINGTON POST

The Dow Jones industrial average plunged 1,175 points Monday
in an exceptionally volatile day
for financial markets around the
world, stirring concerns about
the durability of the long-running

The downdraft raised
stock gains.
INSIDE
fresh anxieties among
In the biggest global sell- Analysis: In
off since 2016, financial speech, a bullish Americans who have seen
markets from Asia to Eu- president like no their retirement savings
and household worth
rope to the United States other / A12
march steadily higher
were rocked primarily by
Fed’s Wells Fargo without any of the gyraconcerns about inflation.
The Dow was off a punishment sets tions that are part of a
normal market cycle.
heart-stopping 1,600 points precedent for
It also threatened to
during afternoon trading, harsher era / B8
deprive President Trump
the largest intraday point
decline in the blue-chip index’s and the GOP of a favorite talking
history. But the 4.6 percent loss for point at the nascent stages of the
the day was not even close to the
biggest.
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Trader Tommy
Kalikas works
Monday on the
floor of the
New York Stock
Exchange.
Stock markets
took another
pummeling as
investors
continued to
fret over rising
U.S. bond yields.
RICHARD DREW
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Dump truck slams
into cars, injuring 6

Bail rule
may help
poorer
inmates
County lawyers say order
could benefit hundreds
of indigent suspects
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County inmates who
remain locked up while they
await the outcome of their cases could be freed under a recent
state appeals court ruling that
reduces or eliminates bail for
people who cannot afford it.
The so-called Humphrey decision involving a San Francisco
theft suspect who languished in
jail is expected to have far-reaching effects on the state’s bail system, which has been criticized
as being unfair to the poor. It
says judges must now consider a
defendant’s ability to pay before
setting bail. If they are indigent,
they may be released if they are
not deemed a flight risk or a danger to the community, Public Defender Kathleen Pozzi said.
The ruling may apply to hundreds of her destitute clients
sitting in jail on charges ranging
from petty theft to drug possession, Pozzi said.
“Why should the poor be treated any worse than the wealthy?”
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Firefighters work to put out a multivehicle fire Monday at Fountaingrove Parkway and Mendocino Avenue in Santa Rosa.

Smoke plumes rising into sky were an ugly reminder of October
BY RANDI ROSSMANN AND KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A dump truck carrying tons of fire debris
heading down Fountaingrove Parkway on
Monday morning barreled through the Mendocino Avenue intersection and slammed
into multiple vehicles, injuring six people,
catching several cars on fire and sending
a massive plume of dark smoke over the
northern end of the city.
Fire officials Monday said there were two
people with major injuries. One person was
moderately injured, and three others suffered minor injuries in the 9:25 a.m. crash.
“He was coming down the hill toward
Mendocino and at the intersection he lost
control of his truck and ended up colliding
with a total of nine other vehicles,” Santa
Rosa police Lt. Rick Kohut said.
The scene was a mass of tangled vehicles,
which quickly caught fire from spilled fuel.
As the black smoke rose high above the area,
a series of explosions caused by heat popping the tires of the burning vehicles added
to the chaos.
People rushed to help, pulling at least
three people out of their cars, including one
woman from a burning minivan.
Firefighters called to the parkway at Mendocino Avenue found a widespread scene of
destruction across 250 feet with three areas
of burning cars. The fire incinerated the
dump truck, three vans and two pickups,
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DEMOCRATS’ MEMO

Trump’s
stance may
fuel clash
By NICHOLAS FANDOS
NEW YORK TIMES

that have been coming down Fountaingrove
and sure enough, we get there and it’s a
dump truck,” said Corey Larson, acting
fire captain for Rincon Valley who also re-

WASHINGTON — The House
Intelligence Committee voted
unanimously on Monday to make
public a classified Democratic
memorandum
rebutting
Republican claims
that the FBI and
the Justice Department had
abused
their
powers to wire- Adam
tap a former Schiff
Trump
campaign official, setting up a possible clash with President Donald
Trump.
The vote gives Trump five days
to review the Democratic memo
and determine whether he will
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LAURA BRADLEY-WOODWARD

A large truck driving on Fountaingrove Parkway slammed into multiple vehicles Monday,
catching fire and sending a huge plume of dark smoke over the northern end of Santa Rosa.
said Santa Rosa Fire Battalion Chief Mark
Basque. The hulk of the westbound dump
truck stopped in the eastbound lanes of the
Mendocino Avenue overcrossing of Highway 101.
“I started thinking about the dump trucks
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DEPOSIT BOOM: Exchange Bank reports an
extra $300 million, with most of increase a
result of fire insurance settlements / A10
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